Badger State Industries
Wisconsin’s Prison Industry Program

Interpretive Signage & Frames

There are two types of interpretive signs: Polycarbonate Over Laminate and High Pressure Laminate

UV resistant
Vandal resistant
Non-reflective
Designed for outdoor use
Inks have UV inhibitors
Impervious to moisture
Scratch resistant
No delaminating
Warranty: 2 Years
Warranty: 10 Years
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Pricing on interpretive signage is
available by quote. We can make
signs to any size you need.
Contact John for your quote today!
608-240-5207
john.stolen@wi.gov
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Polycarbonate Over Laminate
Your artwork is output on vinyl, then laminated between a polycarbonate over lamainte
and an aluminum backer. The Aluminum backing is .080 aluminum or PVCA.
High Pressure Laminate
It is green to the core. Environmentally friendly process and products. Recycled paper
content. Water-based inks
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Regular Frames available with Wood Post (supplied by Customer) or Aluminum Post (Add $174.99)

Regular Frames: Come standard with a 4” x 4” square tubing brackets of the back of the frame to fit over customer supplied 4” x 4” wood posts. Customer may request either a 45, 60 or 90 degree viewing angle. Frames 18 x
24 and under have one mounting bracket, all others have 2.
Aluminum post mounting provide 4” x 4” aluminum post, 48” tall welded to the back of the sign frame, and two
48” steel tubing posts (3” x 3”) with mounting plates to be installed in ground to support the aluminum posts and
sign. Customer chooses a viewing angle of 45, 60, or 90 degrees. Aluminum post mounting adds $174.99 to
the base price
Cantilever Frames (Add $199.99)

Cantilever mounting provides two 2” x 4” cantilever side posts welded to the sides of the sign frame, and two
48” steel tubing posts (3” x 3”) with mounting plates to be installed in the ground to support the cantilever
posts and sign. Customer chooses a viewing angle of 45, or 60 degrees. Cantilever mounts adds $199.99 to
the base price
All sign frames come powdercoated standard in black.
Custom colors are available in both powdercoat and painting. Call for color matching and price quoting.

Pedestal Frames ($99.99 for sizes 9”X12” up to 24”X24”)

Pedestal interpretive mounts provide a flat plate for sign mounting (no frame), with a 48” tall aluminum 4” x
4” post, and 48” steel tubing posts (3” x 3”) with mounting plates to be installed in ground to support the aluminum posts and sign. Customer chooses a viewing angle of 45, 60, or 90 degrees.
Pedestal mounts are $ 99.99 for any size from 9” x 12” up to 24” x 24”.
Part Number Information
Part Numbers: All part number have 4 parts.
Part 1: INT to indicate it is an interpretive sign.
Part 2: A dash (-) and then the size of the sign is given, width is always first.
Part 3: A dash (-) and then the viewing angle is indicated, 45, 60, or 90 degrees.
Part 4: A dash (-) and then the mounting style is indicated
Regular (REG), Pedestal (PED), Cantilever (CAN) or Aluminum Posts (APS)
Examples:
INT-3624-45-REG
INT-2436-60-CAN
INT-0912-45-PED
INT-7248-60-APS

This is a regular interpretive sign 36” wide by 24” tall, with a 45 degree viewing angle.
This is a cantilever interpretive 24” wide by 36” tall, with a 60 degree viewing angle.
This is a pedestal interpretive sign 9” wide by 12” tall, with a 45 degree viewing angle.
This is an aluminum post interpretive 72” wide by 48” tall, with a 60 degree viewing angle.

Base Pricing
Part Number

Size

INT-0912-mm-mmm
IINT-1218-mm-mmm
INT-1824-mm-mmm
INT-1836-mm-mmm
INT-2424-mm-mmm
INT-2436-mm-mmm
INT-2448-mm-mmm
INT-3648-mm-mmm
INT-4848-mm-mmm
INT-4860-mm-mmm
INT-4872-mm-mmm

9"x12"
12"x18"
18"x24"
18"x36"
24"x24"
24"x36"
24"x48"
36"x48"
48"x48"
48"x60"
48"x72"

Base Price

Price if ordering 5+

$89.99
109.99
149.99
199.99
189.99
224.99
299.99
474.99
624.99
799.99
949.99

$79.99
99.99
134.99
179.99
169.99
199.99
269.99
424.99
549.99
719.99
849.99

In the -mm Select the viewing angle. 45, 60 or 90 degrees.
In the -mmm Select the mounting style. Regular (REG), Pedestal (PED), Cantilever (CAN) or Aluminum
Posts (APS)
Cantilever mounts adds $199.99 to the base price
Aluminum post mounting adds $174.99 to the base price
Pedestal mounts are $ 99.99 for any size from 9” x 12” up to 24” x 24”.

We can also do custom frames!

John Stolen is the Signage Sales salesperson for the Interpretive signage.
Contact John at 608.240.5207 or 608.219.9621(cell) or john.stolen@wisconsin.gov
Other Customer Service Questions?
Contact us at 715.644.3794 or DOCDAIBSISCISignShop@wisconsin.gov

Badger State Industries also offers printing services, office furniture, seating, textiles, embroidery and
institutional furniture. We also have commodities available through Badger State Logistics.
Check out our website for more information. w w w . b u y b s i . c o m

BADGER STATE INDUSTRIES
3099 E. Washington Avenue
P. O . B o x 8 9 9 0
Madison WI 53704
Tel: 608.240.5200 Fax: 608.240.3321
Toll Free: 800.862.1086

www.buybsi.com

